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A PEACEKEEPING FORCE FOR THE FUTURE
The current world situation is filled with uncertainty and turbulence across a myriad of areas.
The United States with its powerful Armed Forces enjoys now, and for the foreseeable future, hegemony over all other nation-states. With this dominance comes the responsibility for being the leader in all aspects of military operations. The predicted increase in the number of failing nation states will most certainly trigger an increase in Military Operations Other than War (MOOTW), especially for our military forces. This increase in MOOTW comes at a time when our forces are transitioning to a smaller and more capabilities based organization. Full scale wars of attrition are being replaced by increased numbers of regional contingencies promulgated by failing nation states. "One of the principal lessons of the events of September 11 is that failed states matter-not just for humanitarian reasons but for national security as well"
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Weak and failed states, not strong ones, have become the primary source of international instability, and they have attracted US Military intervention because they have become shelters and breeding grounds for such transnational threats as terrorism, drug-trafficking, refugee generation, environmental degradation, and political and religious extremism. Obvious to a majority of casual observers and professionals alike, is the fact that the current administration is trying to scale back the overall size of our military force. Its intention to move to a more capabilities based force that relies upon improved technologies to strike swiftly and overmatch enemies will certainly mean force structure cuts. These cuts will most likely occur in terms of overall force size and decreases in overall manpower. As these cuts occur and the number of peacekeeping operations simultaneously increases there will be a significant increase in Operational Tempo (OPTEMPO). In light of this pending OPTEMPO increase, it is vital that the United States, as the world's premier super power, take a critical look at options available to fulfill its international obligations to provide viable and well trained peacekeepers.
Multinational coalition operations will dominate as the norm for all future endeavors under taken by our armed forces. "The substitution of weak for strong states as the primary source of international political instability means that irregular wars within weak states rather than conventional wars among powerful states now dominate."
3 Regardless whether the coalitions are for warfighting or peacekeeping, the United States will be expected to provide key support to ensure world stability and peace.
Specific capabilities and skill sets are necessary for peacekeeping operations to be successful. Our armed forces have many of these required skills, but not all. Each and every time an American armed force unit is summoned to fulfill the role of peacekeeper, there is an inherent responsibility to ensure it is properly trained and equipped. The training contains tasks that are not part of its day to day warfighting activities. The additional tasks include everything from convoy and personal security operations to check point establishment. Leaders need to be trained in negotiation, Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) operations, and country background just to name a few. The complex environment of peacekeeping operations demands all this training and much more in order for a unit to be successful. This training is expensive, resource intensive and impacts substantially on the overall readiness of a unit to do its warfighting tasks to the high standards we as a nation expect. Does the need to perform these additional skills for peacekeeping require a force solely dedicated to perform peace operations?
The perceivable increase of Peacekeeping Operations our military will be involved in over the next ten to fifteen years, dictates a serious consideration to form and maintain a dedicated force to apportion against them. In light of this impending requirement; it is necessary to look at the formulation of constabulary type forces used after WWII. The constabulary force created to execute peacekeeping operations at the conclusion of WWII possessed many of the capabilities required for successful peacekeeping operations in today's complicated world environment.
The absence of a dedicated force to handle the multitude of police functions required in today's peacekeeping operations is a gap, which if unfilled, will continue to grow and complicate the mission of our armed forces in future operations.
ESTABLISHING RULE OF LAW AND FILLING THE SECURITY GAP
Perhaps the two principal issues at hand are the abilities of peacekeepers to establish or reestablish a clear "rule of law" and whether or not they are the right force to fill the initial posthostility security gap in a nation. Armed military forces do an adequate job at separating military forces and maintaining a quasi peaceful environment. The problem arises after military forces establish a clear separation of belligerent forces. The need to take the peace and nation building to the next level includes many tasks military personnel are not suited or trained for.
The biggest of these issues is ensuring that a clear rule of law is established and maintained.
Clearly at the top of the list of issues are corrupt police, governmental, and judicial systems.
After conflict has ceased, societies often lack the mechanisms and institutions for upholding the rule of law and dealing with past abuses-processes that are crucial to rebuilding. Justice and reconciliation, in tandem, must be seen as a central pillar of any assistance for post-conflict reconstruction and should receive priority attention early and throughout the life of an operation. The explosion of lawlessness, corruption, and crime that often accompanies post-conflict vacuums can undermine all gains that international assistance makes.
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Developing a comprehensive approach to the administration of post-conflict justice and figuring out how to do it in a way that builds local capacity will have a major impact on the overall effectiveness of future peacekeeping operations and on the timetable for military exit strategies.
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U.S. problems in participating in CIVPOL missions largely result from the fact that the United States has no national police force similar to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Instead the United States has 18,000 state and local police departments, plus more than a dozen highly specialized federal law enforcement agencies. President Clinton's intention was to strengthen the U.S. capacity to participate in international civilian police missions and to assist the United Nations to improve its own capabilities. The PDD-71 terms of reference were to: (1) improve the capacity of the U.S. government to respond to the police and criminal justice aspects of peace operations, (2) improve the response capacities of the United Nations and other international organizations, and (3) improve the relevant capacities of other countries.
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The United States is not the only country in the world that has a problem linking military peacekeeping forces with CIVPOL functions. A worldwide shortage of CIVPOL assets to conduct peacekeeping operations has also been identified by the United Nations. The United Nations also recognized the need to add the necessary skill sets to the police or constabulary forces it deploys in support of peacekeeping operations. "On March 7, 2000, UN Secretary General Kofi Annan convened an expert Panel on United Nations Peace Operations to review UN peace and security activities and to present 'a clear set of specific, concrete, and practical recommendations to assist the United Nations in conducting such activities better in the future.' In regard to UN CIVPOL missions, the Brahimi Report recommends a "doctrinal shift" in the use of civilian police and other judicial and human rights specialists in peace operations to reflect an increasing focus on strengthening the rule of law and respect for human rights post-conflict environments. The panel noted that in contemporary missions CIVPOL are required to do more than set a good example and to report on the unacceptable behavior of local police.
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The biggest issue, and thus problem for our armed forces, is directly related to performing CIVPOL functions. The inability to deal directly with counterparts in the indigenous police forces, governments and judicial systems are just a few of the CIVPOL problems facing our military forces deployed in peacekeeping operations. Doing police type functions is not, and should not be the mission for our combat forces. Trying to establish a safe and secure environment in an operation goes a lot further than separating belligerent armed forces and thus takes on a totally new meaning for peacekeepers. "Clearly, this universe of security tasks encompasses much more than a narrowly conceived military role."
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As conditions change, the overall security situation no longer warrants the large presence of military forces prepared to engage in high-intensity combat with belligerents. This achievement, however, often occurs well before legitimate indigenous security institutions are organized, trained, and equipped to assume security responsibilities. The strains within the intervening military forces as they adapt their roles and force levels to the changing security situation, coupled with the inability of the indigenous security forces to assume increased responsibility, create a security gap.
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The United States currently uses contractors to recruit, train and deploy its CIVPOL contributions to peacekeeping operations. By not having a national asset under governmental control it relies on the private sector to do the nations biding with foreign governments, as was the case with IFOR in Sarajevo. This can cause command and control issues as well operational issues when these forces are asked to perform inherently dangerous types of missions. Most importantly is the issue of using deadly force. It also raises questions of who is ultimately commanding these forces and how they operate in conjunction with United States Armed Forces. "Alone among other donor nations, the United States recruits its CIVPOL contingents through a commercial contractor. Most American CIVPOLs are mid-career officers from state and local police departments who take leave of absence, resign, or have recently retired."
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The demonstrated need for all peacekeeping forces to have a strong CIVPOL element and the associated skill sets it possesses, is forcing the current administration to revisit PDD-71 and how it will resource future peacekeeping operations. The biggest shortcoming our nation faces in conducting peacekeeping operations is a dedicated package to deal with CIVPOL matters.
Without the proper training and dedicated force to handle these matters the United States will continue to have difficulty developing military exit strategies and be forced to use military personnel in roles they are ill equipped to deal with. Creating a constabulary type force to deal with the CIVPOL functions of peacekeeping operations is just the first step in being successful.
The United States needs to not only take the steps necessary to create this type of force, but also supply the package of supporting elements this force needs to be successful. The supporting package will have to include everything from judges and attorneys to experts in public administration. "Police are only one part of the 'judicial triad' of police, courts and prisons. There is a need to design judicial and penal system 'packages' to deploy with CIVPOL at the beginning of a peace operation." 13 The lack of CIVPOL assets to institute and ensure a lasting peace will continue to be a recipe for prolonged military presence in all future peacekeeping operations.
The need to fulfill the initial security gap and establish a clear rule of law in post hostility environments, dictates the U.S. establish a capability to deal with this reality. The answer is not to use existing assets, but to form a constabulary type unit that is manned, trained, and readily deployable. Given the multitude of tasks and missions required to conduct SASO, it is necessary to review the constabulary concept and background. The following paragraphs will cover briefly constabulary formulation and capabilities.
CONSTABULARY FORCES
When people hear the words constabulary forces, they most always associate it with the force the United States used post WWII in Germany. In actuality these types of forces have been used on many occasions throughout the history of the world to bring order to an area after a force on force military operation has taken place. A good definition for practical use is Individual and collective training included police-type training such as making arrests; elements of crime; laws of arrest; rules of evidence; interrogations, confessions, and statements; collection and preservation of evidence; traffic control and accidents; and border control.
Tactical training included riot duty, raids and searches, guard and care of prisoners, mounted patrols, employment of air liaison sections, and security. In addition to tactical and police training, soldiers received a geopolitical indoctrination to include German psychology and background; German language training; German political parties; international relations; and organization, functioning, and relationship of the Constabulary to other military agencies.
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Were the military forces of WWII, which were subsequently converted to a constabulary force, the right personnel for the task? Was the type of training and the tasks given to them the right mix to ensure success? From all the research that is available, the answer appears to be yes on both accounts. The cavalry units that were demobilized to conduct constabulary functions proved beyond a shadow of a doubt, that they had the right qualifications and demeanor to perform this specific peacekeeping mission. In the case of post WWII Germany, with no inherent police force to rely upon, the United States had no choice and had to make this system work. One of the big reasons for success was that full occupational authority was granted to the constabulary. Simple Rules of Engagement, minimal restrictions and full arrest authority were granted. The need for "executive authority to arrest" is paramount if a constabulary type force to be successful. They will be arresting a myriad of criminals, and additionally need the authority to deal with civilian on civilian acts of violence. The specific mission of the constabulary force and the peacekeeping operations they conducted had a lasting impact on the overall readiness of the soldiers that participated. Soldiers involved in these operations had to undergo a rigorous retraining program to redevelop their primary warfighting skills. This is not dissimilar to soldiers and units that conduct peace operations today. As this is a great concern to our military leaders both in terms of overall readiness and resources, the subject will be discussed in greater detail later in this paper.
Although constabulary forces were set up and used throughout history, the forces used in post-WWII continue to be used as a model and base for our modern day planners. The unique problem of trying to fill the void between full scale combat operations and the complicated intricacies of peacekeeping operations will be a challenge well into the future.
For peacekeeping operations to be successful an environment of stability must exist. This 
CIVILIAN POLICE AND IMPACTS ON PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTIVE 71
Presidential Directive 71, (PDD-71) was issued in the waning months of the Clinton administration to address the shortcomings of international CIVPOL missions. The directives main aim was to improve the United States' capacity to execute these types of missions and to rebuild foreign criminal justice systems after a conflict had taken place between forces. The Clinton Administration made this decision in the face of a rising number of conflicts that required a significant peacekeeping effort. "Since 1992, the United Nations has authorized more than a dozen international police missions, while the total authorized strength of CIVPOL forces has increased to nearly 9,000. During this period, the United States has become the largest contributor of personnel to CIVPOL missions." Administration not to ratify the treaty continues to lend credence to the U.S. preferring a unilateral approach to solving issues. A large number of international community members continue strong opposition to the United States reluctance to take part in this criminal court.
CURRENT POLICY
Over the last four months, the U.S. has been engaged in an all out effort to exclude American citizens from the jurisdiction of the ICC. Diplomatic and economic efforts have included everything from threats of pulling out of ongoing NATO peacekeeping missions, to withholding economic aid to countries that refuse to sign agreements not to prosecute American soldiers. The efforts seem to have paid off in the form of a political solution.
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The United Nations Security Council unanimously passed a resolution extending temporary immunity from the court's jurisdiction to America's UN peacekeepers.
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A high-level American diplomat of the Bush administration (that wishes to remain anonymous) expressed his opinion to several of his close colleagues at a meeting to discuss the ratification of the International Criminal Court Treaty. Referring to the Court's intent to include the United States under jurisdiction of the War Crimes Tribunal, "Until they water this down enough so I can see through it, we ain't voting for it." I believe that the International Court (ICC) has the potential to become an important mechanism to prosecute the most serious international crimes -war crimes such as genocide, and crimes against humanity -that are unlikely to be brought to trial otherwise. I believe the best way to shape the ICC to serve our interests is to be engaged with the Court, which gives our representatives from the Department of State and the Department of Defense the most during negotiations on the ICC.
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Perhaps the strongest argument for change in policy comes from domestic drivers and the international community, especially the European nations. The thrust of their argument centers on the U.S. continuing effort to act unilaterally whenever it sees fit. They believe strongly that
American support lends the needed credibility to the court and gives it legitimacy that it might not have otherwise.
A recent New York Times article states, "No United Nations peacekeeper has been tried for war crimes under the existing tribunals." The same article quotes U.N. Secretary General Kofi
Annan saying, "The establishment of the court will put the world on notice that crimes against humanity will not go unpunished and it is a fitting way to inaugurate the new millennium."
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Although it is important to consider the views of proponents for the U.S. to fall under the jurisdiction of the ICC, it is equally important to consider the impact on our American soldiers.
Subjecting soldiers to prosecution by a foreign body of justice for war crimes while conducting peacekeeping operations is not palatable. Our soldiers understand they exist to protect our nation and our nation's existence. They have a clear understanding of proper behavior and the consequences for violations. Our very existence and reputation depend on it.
Our current peacekeeping operations, where we are charged with enforcing UN mandates and our current war on terrorism dictate we maintain a clear mission focus. Placing restrictions or doubts on our soldiers and officers at this time or the near future would be counter-productive to successful mission accomplishment. The international community will have to understand our temporary, hegemonic-domination attitude until we get the world back to a semi-peaceful state of affairs.
IMPACT OF PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS ON ARMED FORCES READINESS
Important and well deserved questions have been posed on the impact of peacekeeping operations on the overall readiness of combat forces to do their mission essential task list (METL). Strong arguments can be made the establishment of a constabulary force to execute peacekeeping operations would free up the remainder of the force to stay focused on combat tasks. Training exclusively on combat tasks would certainly enable our forces to remain at a higher state of readiness, and thus always ready for war. The United States Army's primary mission, to fight and win our nations wars, denotes an inherent responsibility to be proficient in many tasks. These tasks predominately focus on killing and destroying enemy forces. As a recent task force commander in the Bosnia, responsible for training and deploying an 1100 soldier unit, the overall preparation, deployment, and redeployment had a major impact on the overall combat readiness of my unit. Some may argue that the unit might not have been well trained prior to the deployment, and hence the decline in combat readiness, but in fact, the opposite was the case. The laundry list of required training was immense in preparation for the mission. Tasks included convoy security, peacekeeping rules of engagement, media awareness, negotiation techniques, Nongovernmental Organizations, personnel security techniques, crowd control, weapon storage site inspections, and dealing with the local populace to name just a few. None of the above, as well as many more, had anything to do with the units' METL. A great majority of the tasks required fell into the CIVPOL or constabulary force realm of functions.
The amount of resources required to train, deploy, redeploy and finally retrain a unit upon the completion of a peacekeeping operation is another key readiness issue. Upon notification of deployment, a unit not only pulls resources in the form of soldiers from sister units, but also requires a large force contingent to set up and execute training for the required peacekeeping tasks. Time spent on this preparation and training by sister units means warfighting training is not being conducted. Now more than the deployable unit is not conducting combat readiness training. After initial training is conducted at the unit, a host of exercises and simulations need to be conducted. These exercises for the most part are conducted at a site that requires travel away from home station. Concluding this training is a mission rehearsal exercise conducted at a national training center. Financially these exercises cost the American taxpayer a much higher price than a regular combat training center rotation. The increase in travel expenses, need for huge numbers of civilians on the battlefield, interpreters, and subject matter experts in all areas from NGOs to negotiators all contribute to one hefty price tag.
Once a unit has deployed and conducted its mission, the next readiness issue is bringing the unit home and retraining it to perform its wartime missions. A detailed plan, again heavily resourced with training dollars, is executed over an eight week period. At the end of this training, a large scale exercise is conducted at home station to certify the unit is again combat ready. This large scale exercise is usually followed by a combat training center rotation. The overall process a unit goes through is lengthy, expensive and repetitive for all units conducting peacekeeping exercises. Additionally, while units are deployed in peacekeeping operations they are inherently unavailable to conduct combat operations without going through the entire recertification process. The unavailability of these units while they are deployed additionally forces commanders to lower their overall readiness rating.
The establishment of a constabulary type force to conduct peacekeeping operations will address most, if not all, of the above readiness concerns. Constabulary forces are designed to conduct civil-military type operations and associated peacekeeping missions. Combat soldiers are incessantly preparing for war, their explicit reason for existence. They deserve the opportunity and resources to hone their highly perishable skills in an environment with minimal distractions.
INFORMATION SHARING
The lack of intelligence sharing during peacekeeping operations continues to be a major problem with which our armed forces must deal. Combat forces, i.e. warfighters, have a totally different philosophy on information sharing than that of peacekeepers. Peacekeepers rely heavily on information sharing because it provides overall situational awareness to all participating organizations. These organizations include not only other nation states and their CIVPOL assets, but also the myriad of non-governmental organizations working in the region.
The different levels of information, and who you can share it with, are a never ending concern for soldiers on the ground. Sources of information, and the information they provide, are guarded by all agencies involved in peacekeeping operations. These agencies are not just military organizations. NGOs and international agencies all have their internal sources that are protected at all costs. As a ground force commander in Bosnia, the reality of not knowing the source of a majority of information, led to skepticism on numerous occasions. This made it extremely difficult to make determinations on the accuracy of the information, and thus affected courses of actions in many situations. Sharing information across all military agencies and civilian organizations must be rectified in future operations.
Fragmented information and intelligence sharing systems compound the problem. NGOs frequently possess valuable information but are reluctant to share intelligence with security forces for fear of reducing their rapport with the supported population and increasing their own risk by appearing partial. For their part, security organizations loathe sharing information with NGOs because sharing information risks compromising operations and sources.
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Constabulary type forces have clearly demonstrated throughout history to possess the ability to share information openly across a variety of organizations. They are inherently trained, prepared, and subsequently willing to share information. This is not the case for combat forces operating as peacekeepers. Combat forces are typically trained to conceal information and are not trained in the intricacies of information sharing. Having to change one of the basic fundamentals of a warfighter is not an easy task. Establishing and maintaining joint cooperation with multiple organizations during peacekeeping operations is essential for success. A constabulary force would greatly increase the ability to obtain this key goal in the future.
FORCE STRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS
The need for the United States to establish a separate and well resourced force to deploy in a peacekeeping role is well documented. This force needs to contain the requisite staffing, organization, and equipment to execute the broad range of integrated security tasks necessary to fill the security gap as described above. It also should have the capability to conduct preemptive measures; support DDR; conduct border surveillance and patrol; engage in crowd control; pursue and engage belligerent groups; and support police apprehensions.
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The increase in the civil-military operations required in recent peacekeeping operations also forces us to take a good look at the command and control systems needed to make this force concept work. The U.S. will not be unilaterally conducting peacekeeping operations in the future. NATO and other coalition partners will need to be included and integrated into a command and control system that has all the assets necessary to conduct operations across the full spectrum of tasks. "The interrelated nature of security challenges in these missions has also meant that what used to be understood as a clear distinction between military and civil roles has become increasingly indistinct."
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Recent trends toward greater civil-military interaction in complete peace operations should incline mission planning staff in both military and civilian organizations to coordinate on mandates and mission structures in advance of final political decisions being taken. This would perhaps improve the likelihood of complex operational needs being identified and addressed with accurate personnel and resource allocations in advance.
A large number of countries have an established force dedicated to conduct peacekeeping operations. When these countries are requested to conduct operations by the UN or NATO, they frequently call upon this established unit to execute the mission. In most cases there are no expectations or requests to provide additional resources above and beyond these established forces. The U.S. continues to rely on its armed forces and pieces together additional resources as required to fulfill these types of operations. This open ended scenario continues to put pressure on already limited resources and drains combat power in terms of manpower and readiness. The U.S. should establish a force along the same lines. This force, along with all the suggested enablers, built correctly would serve as the U.S. contribution in future peacekeeping operations. This force could be earmarked to handle the newly created requirements of the UN and NATO standby arrangements outlined in their Charters. Some countries have taken these requirements extremely serious and have converted dedicated ground forces to operate as peacekeepers.
Some countries, instead of trying to emulate the United States in combat capability, have sought to carve out niche functions with a comparative advantage in peacekeeping and peace-enforcement capabilities. The Canadians have gone so far as to shift the central rationale and training focus of their conventional ground forces to preparing for and executing peacekeeping and peace-support operations.
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Since it is not the practice of the U.S. to stay engaged indefinitely, the established constabulary force must have the capacity to transition control back to the indigenous population. This force must be prepared to assume duties during the transition from peace enforcement operations into peacekeeping operations. Additionally, stay engaged until certain criteria is met by the host nation to reassume control. The constabulary force must also possess the capabilities to recruit, train, and integrate local personnel into the constabulary. "In time, as the domestic situation becomes tranquil and the native members of the constabulary become proficient in their duties, the United States officers of the constabulary are replaced by native officers.
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The UN has for a long period of time acknowledged the need to have a special force designed to operate on short notice in peacekeeping environments. UN Secretary General Kofi
Annan expressed the shortfall in the following statement, "Where the will is not there and the resources are not available, the UN peacekeepers will arrive late. It takes us on the average 4-5 months to put troops on the ground because we have no troops. The UN doesn't have an army. We borrow from our governments."
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The UN currently has a Multi-national Standby High Readiness Brigade (SHIRBRIG) for UN Peace Operations. Although this force is designated and the leadership is in place, the force still takes an average of two-four months for actual deployment. The US has the capability and resources available to form, train and deploy a similar type of unit for peacekeeping operations.
The special unit upon being formed, trained, and fielded could be deployed worldwide to act as the U.S. contribution to peacekeeping operations under Chapter 7 of the UN Charter. The advantage of having a unit manned and trained to conduct peacekeeping operations provides many advantages for the U.S..
• The commitment would demonstrate the United States' resolve in future peacekeeping operations. The UN and other countries would physically see that we back our positions on peace with a dedicated force.
• The U.S. would have a dedicated package for future operations. The UN and other countries would know exactly what to expect from the U.S. in terms of numbers and resources. Open ended military peacekeeping missions will be minimized with the use of this dedicated force package.
• The dedicated force would be trained and would retain its training edge at all times.
Costs in the long run to continually train and retrain armed force soldiers and units for peacekeeping missions would be minimized.
• The right specialties and combination of CIVPOL and military forces are deployed to perform the specific missions required for peacekeeping operations.
Finally, the CIVPOL assets of this constabulary force must include a package of supporting characters such as prosecutors, lawyers and judges to quickly administer justice across a full spectrum of activities. This only makes sense considering these areas include the functions in which recent peacekeepers have had their biggest challenges. An increase in these assets will enable armed forces to better perform their functions and help tremendously expediting exit strategies.
The United States is, and will continue to be, the premier world superpower. With this obligation is an inherent responsibility to ensure it possesses the right assets to champion peace in an ever changing and unstable world. There is a plethora of opinions with regard to the composition of future United States Peacekeeping Forces. The preceding sections of this paper covered several aspects and capabilities that should be included. The unquestionable requirement to establish a rule of law in an expeditious manner, dictates a large portion of any future force model contain CIVPOL assets. This force should also contain elements of regular armed forces to function in the same capacity as existing MSU units our NATO allies deploy today.
FORCE STRUCTURE AND EMPLOYMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
The basic core of this unit should be initially comprised of soldiers currently deployed in Germany. We have been looking at a way to scale back our presence in that region for quite a long period of time, and it makes sense to form the initial peacekeeping unit around this already The force would be built to handle one contingency at a time. For comparison sakes, one Bosnia or Kosovo sized operation at a time. Operational deployments would last up to a year in duration. All members assigned to this force would be stabilized for a minimum of 3 years to facilitate training requirements.
The need for coordinated efforts between civilian agencies, armed forces and allied partners during peace operations demands a dedicated effort to establish planning staffs and integrated chains of command to conduct successful operations. Recent peacekeeping operations have continually highlighted this shortfall and will well into the future. "Coordination of joint action, in turn requires a qualitative shift in civil-military interaction toward integrated planning and shared operations, with all the compromises implicit in loss of autonomy on both sides."
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CONCLUSION
As the U.S. and its NATO allies continue to pursue a global peace, the formulation of a U.S.
led constabulary force undeniably makes sense. The need for dedicated national assets to perform these types of missions is becoming a reality that can no longer be ignored. Although NATO, and in the near future the EU, can provide the requisite forces for a strong military deterrent, it cannot contribute the political, administrative, legal, and economic elements necessary for effective security reform. Joint action by both military and civil actors is necessary for successful management of the security sector.
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The continued heavy use of military assets by the U.S. to fill this need is going to reach a breaking point in the near future, especially given the high OPTEMPO and constant refocusing of missions throughout the world. While the U.S. and NATO allies possess strong and capable military forces, the need for increased functions required for peacekeeping operations of today is stretching above and beyond their current capacity to perform them. An increased ability to perform additional CIVPOL type missions must be obtained. Carlisle, PA. The author also elaborates on the growing realization that the phenomenon of failed states, even though some have no intrinsic strategic value (at least as calculated on the basis of traditional norms), can no longer be ignored, though some (e.g., Afghanistan) are obviously more threatening than others (e.g., Sierra Leone). He also states, "Indeed, there has been a mutually supporting relationship between international terrorists and failed states worldwide, and the number of failing and failed states is growing, especially in the Islamic world and sub-Saharan Africa. 9 Ibid. With respect to civilian police, the report laid out basic principles concerning their use in peace operations: Effective peacebuilding requires that CIVPOL retrain and restructure local police, not just "observe and scold." Police are just one of the elements needed to restore public security and rebuild rule of law in war-torn societies. It is meaningless to give CIVPOL law enforcement authority without also providing a complete criminal justice system within which they can work. The pursuit of post-war justice and reconciliation requires the effective teaming of criminal justice and human rights specialists. Bantam, 1991) . The author elaborates further on the concept of overall security. Security as a concept addresses all aspects of public safety, particularly the establishment of a safe and secure environment and the development of legitimate and stable security institutions. Security encompasses the provision of collective and individual security to the citizenry and to the assistors. Just as the absence of conflict is not peace, the imposition of order is not the provision of security. During the last decade, only half of the attempts to stabilize a postconflict 20 Disorder in the Court, Peter Grier, Air Force Magazine, October 2002, Vol. 85, No. 10, Lee highway, Arlington, VA, pgs. 37-39. 21 The Case for the International Criminal Court, Joanne Mariner, FindLaw's Legal Commentary, Monday, July, 08, 2002 . Joanne Mariner is a prominent writer for this publication and a strong advocate for the United States to fall under the jurisdiction of the Criminal Court. Her main arguments focus around the idea that the Court is for the World's worst criminals. That it is not a court to try previous acts of genocide or crimes against humanity. The court will prosecute the worst of the worst, American military members or high-level government officials are not targets for prosecution. 22 Ibid., 2. In refusing to sign the ICC treaty at the Rome Conference, the U.S. found itself quite isolated. Only China, Iraq, Libya, Qatar, Yemen and Israel joined in boycotting the court, while 120 nations voted in its favor. Although the outgoing Clinton Administration did finally sign the ICC treaty in late December 2001, it continued to insist that the court was flawed. By signing the treaty, however, the U.S. would be able to remain engaged in shaping the new institution.
23 United States: Both sides lose; The International Criminal Court; The Economist, London; Jul 20, 2002; Vol. 364, Issue. 8282 ; This article also provides commentary that the United States had shocked friends and foes alike when it threatened to veto the routine renewal of all UN peacekeeping missions, beginning with the mission in Bosnia, if the Security Council did not grant all UN peacekeepers a permanent immunity. The court's supporters on the council dug in their heels and refused to pass such a resolution. They were backed by all other council members, including even Russia and China, who themselves show no signs of joining the court. The compromise eventually agreed was a resolution brokered by Britain. It extends immunity for 12 months to all soldiers or officials, from countries, which have not ratified the treaty, who are involved in either UN missions or those authorized by the UN. This covers most international interventions. 24 Ibid., 39.
25 Conversation with a fellow Army War College student that was present and privy to the conversation at the time it occurred. He also wishes to remain anonymous. 11 October 2002. Rumsfeld made additional points including: It would be very easy to make a charge or an allegation of wrongdoing, and the defense against that then falls to the person accused. It may cause the United States pause to be willing to participate and put U.S. forces in countries where they could become subject to the international court and you could end up with a politicized prosecutor or people making allegations or charges. He included the fact that Dr. Henry Kissinger recently was -they attempted to serve a subpoena on him for something that happened 25 years before in Chile, and something he was not aware of or knowledgeable about.
27 Statement of Senator Patrick Leahy, 9 June 2002, Foreign Policy and the International Criminal Court, Internet Home Page, Montpelier, Vermont. He also believes that since the U.S. played a strong role in the conception and design of the court and that we should support it.
